Personal pronoun ,possessive pronoun.
Personal pronoun, possessive pronoun

1. Carlos read the story to his younger brother.
2. She brought them to the skating rink yesterday.
3. They swim in their pool each day during the summer.
4. Your dog is begging you to feed him.
5. I lost their video somewhere between the library and my house.
6. She granted us the time we needed to complete the assignment.
7. You first organized the recycling campaign with their assistance.
8. Can we ask her to join us for lunch?
9. He played Felix in our production of The Odd Couple.
10. Candice called them before they left for the airport.
11. The snow covered the windshield of his car.
12. Did you enjoy their convention as much as we did?
13. Our wagon creaked under the pressure of its weight.
14. We studied their arguments carefully before making our final decision.
15. Carl wrote them a letter of recommendation about her.
16. You could be mistaken about him.
17. If you don’t like yours, you can have some of mine.
18. They returned to the football game before it was over.
19. I cannot decide which book she would prefer.
20. He owes her an apology for his inconsiderate remark.

Commented [1]: You missed this one.

Reflexive pronoun , Intensive pronoun.
Reflexive pronoun , intensive pronoun
1. The puppy scared itself by watching its shadow.
2. You yourselves can lead the singing tonight.
3. He bought himself a computer at the garage sale.
4. I myself forgot to bring the luggage.

Commented [2]: This is a verb; not a
pronoun. Recheck this one.

5. They voted for the unknown candidate themselves.
6. You let yourself eat too much chocolate.
7. Bonita composed the music playing in the background herself.
8. We will learn the new dance ourselves.
9. Did you yourself advance in the standings after the first round of play?
10. They allowed themselves plenty of time to reach the arena.
11. He himself assured us it would not rain on our picnic.
12. The train itself seemed to stop suddenly.
13. We promised ourselves we would see that movie Friday night.
14. You have visited Virginia many times yourself.

Commented [3]: Recheck this one.

Interrogative Pronoun, Relative
Pronoun.
Interrogative pronoun , Relative pronoun
1. The caterer who furnished this meal did an excellent job.
2. Whatever happened to common courtesy?
3. We will see whichever of the Broadway plays you like.
4. The pianist who played last night gave a magnificent performance.
5. Who is the passenger whose briefcase was lost?
6. Sadie will give the package to whoever answers the door.
7. Father’s car, which is bright red, is parked across the street.
8. Whom did you say the biography was about?
9. What crawled up your arm?
10. Whichever are we hoping to locate?
11. Whose sculpturescuplture did Terence admire at the art exhibit?
12. The quilt that Derek and Denise made is an anniversary gift for their parents.
13. Aunt Tina purchased the blue silk dress that was displayed in the window.
14. What was decided about the park that borders Silver Lake?
15. Give me whatever needs to be repaired.
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